Protocol No. 6 to the Convention, concerning the abolition of the death penalty, was ratifi ed by Estonia on 18 March 1998. *5 It was a big step towards democracy and an important milestone in the protection of human rights in Estonia because the death penalty was previously provided by national law, although it had for the very last time been executed in September 1991, when re-independent Estonia was only about a month old. The death penalty was then replaced by life imprisonment. Protocol No. 13 to the Convention, concerning the abolition of the death penalty in all circumstances (CETS No. 187), was ratifi ed by Estonia on 12 November 2003. *6 Estonia has so far not ratifi ed Protocol No. 12 to the Convention, about the general prohibition of discrimination, although it signed the Protocol on 4 November 2000.
Protocol No. 15, adopted on 24 June 2013, was signed by Estonia on 22 October 2013 and ratifi ed on 30 April 2014. Protocol No. 16, adopted on 2 October 2013 and aimed at enhancing the dialogue between the Court and national courts in the framework of non-binding advisory opinions, has been signed by Estonia (on 17 February 2014) but is not yet ratifi ed as of January 2015.
Status of the Convention in the Estonian legal order
Formally, in Estonia the Convention is seen as a ratifi ed international treaty. The Convention is an integral part of the Estonian legal order; it is positioned above any other legal act in the hierarchy of legal sources in Estonia except the Constitution of the Republic, adopted by the Estonian people on 28 June 1992. The status of an international treaty is regulated by §123 of the Estonian Constitution, which stipulates that Estonia shall not enter into international treaties that are in confl ict with the Constitution. Furthermore, the same section emphasises that if laws or other legislation of Estonia is in confl ict with international treaties ratifi ed by the Estonian Parliament, the provisions of the international treaty shall apply.
In practice, the Convention and the Court's case law interpreting it are the standard, together with the Constitution, by which alleged violations of human rights are ascertained by the Supreme Court of Estonia. Moreover, at the same time the text of the second chapter of the Estonian Constitution ("Protection of fundamental rights, freedoms and obligations") is based to a large extent on the Convention, even though no direct reference to the Convention is made. According to §3 of the Estonian Constitution, universally recognised principles and rules of international law are an inseparable part of the Estonian legal system.
As early as in 1994, thus about two years before the Convention became binding for Estonia (and as much as 10 years before Estonia's accession to the European Union (EU)), the Supreme Court of Estonia had emphasised that the general principles of law developed by the institutions of the Council of Europe and the EU should be taken into consideration alongside the Estonian Constitution. *7 The Criminal Law Chamber of the Supreme Court stressed in its judgement of 20 September 2002 the position of the Convention in the Estonian legal system, noting that, on the basis of §3 (2) and §123 (2) of the Constitution, the Convention and the rulings of the Court in interpretation thereof form an integral part of the Estonian legal system, having priority with regard to Estonian laws. The Chamber added that in certain cases the Convention can also provide assistance in furnishing the concept of the Estonian Constitution. *8 On 6 January 2004 the Supreme Court en banc pointed out in its judgement in a criminal case that the Convention constitutes an inseparable part of the Estonian legal order and that to guarantee the rights and freedoms set forth in the Convention is, under Article 14 of the Constitution, also the duty of the (Estonian) judicial power. *9 5 Inimõiguste ja põhivabaduste kaitse konventsiooni lisaprotokolli nr 6 ratifi tseerimise seadus (Act Ratifying Additional Protocol No. 6 to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms). Adopted on 18.03.1998, RT II 1998, 14, 22. 6 Euroopa inimõiguste ja põhivabaduste kaitse konventsiooni protokolli nr 13 surmanuhtluse igas olukorras kaotamise kohta ratifi tseerimise seadus (Act Ratifying Protocol No. 3. Impact of the Court's case law on the Estonian legislature, executive power, and judiciary
The fi rst judgement of the Court concerning Estonia was delivered on 12 September 2000 in the case Slavgorodski v. Estonia *10 (there had been inadmissibility decisions before) and concerned opening by the prison administration of the letters from the European Commission of Human Rights to the applicant, who was a prisoner. The application was declared admissible *11 , but later the case was struck from the list due to the friendly settlement reached between the parties. As of March 2015, in little less than 20 years under the Court's jurisdiction, 44 judgements in all have been rendered by the Court in respect of Estonia. The vast majority of them have been on criminal matters, few on civil and administrative cases (although one must specify that the issues of prison conditions are dealt with in Estonia by the administrative courts). Most of them have found a violation of the Convention by Estonia (violations have been found as far as Articles 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 13 and Article 1, Protocol No. 1 are concerned; most of the violations found are related to the right to liberty and security (Article 5 of the Convention), and to fair trial issues (Article 6 of the Convention) as well as to a certain extent to the length of proceedings.
The number of decisions fi nding that the application was inadmissible by a chamber of the Court in respect of Estonia is at the same time 28. Most of the applications are declared inadmissible by a single judge.
The average number of applications allocated per 10,000 inhabitants in respect of Estonia in 2014 was 1.42. This is well above the average of the whole Council of Europe, which in the same year was 0.68. The Council of Europe Member States had in 2013 a combined population of approximately 822 million inhabitants, whereas on 1 January 2012 Estonia had approximately 1.34 million of these.
Problems from the historic past there are some questions related particularly to Estonia and perhaps to a certain extent also other Eastern European countries, on such matters as the bitter experiences and remnants from the Soviet occupations, including the issues emerging from the past in connection with the deportation of Estonians to Siberia and the retroactivity of a criminal punishment linked to a conviction for crimes against humanity; the presence of Soviet army pensioners and other Russian-speaking residents in Estonia; problems with the associated pension system, residence permit matters, and migration issues; and even to some extent the riots caused by the relocation of a monument representing a Soviet soldier (the Bronze Soldier) from the city centre of Tallinn to a military cemetery approximately 16 years after the end of the Soviet occupation of Estonia. *12 In inadmissibility decisions in cases concerning the accordance with Article 7 of the Convention of the national criminal proceedings against applicants who participated in the deportation of the civilian population from Estonia to remote areas of the Soviet Union and in the case of an applicant who had planned and directed the killing of a person hiding in the woods from the repression by the Soviet authorities, the Court has expressis verbis recognised that Estonia was illegally occupied by the Soviet Union in 1940-1941 and in 1944-1991 In this judgement a substantive violation in respect of one applicant and procedural violation (no effective investigation) in respect of four applicants of Article 3 of the Convention were found in connection with the actions of law enforcement offi cers during the riots following protests against the relocation of a monument commemorating the entry of the Soviet Red Army into Tallinn during the Second World War. However, the Article 5 (1) complaint of all applicants was declared inadmissible due to non-exhaustion.
Deprivation of Liberty
The violations found in respect of Article 5 (1), (3) and (4) of the Convention are related to reasoning for pre-trial detention, excessive and unreasonable length of pre-trial detention *15 or detention in expulsion *16 , unjustifi ed extensions thereof and lack of speedy examination of applications for release, matters related to the not bringing of a person before the national court immediately after his or her arrest, and lack of proper judicial control over deprivation of liberty, along with setting the requirements and standards for Estonian authorities' compliance with Article 5 (3) and (4) of the Convention. The Court emphasised that a person must be brought promptly before a judge also in cases where there existed an arrest warrant authorised by the court. These principles are now well enshrined in the respective current legislation in force in Estonia. *17 There has been also a judgement of the Court fi nding a violation of Article 5 (1) of the Convention that concerned deprivation of an unsound person of liberty and where the Court did not agree with the Estonian authorities that the applicant was heard "promptly" after she had been signed up for compulsory admission. *18 Presumably due to the constant case law of the Court upholding the values enshrined in Article 5 of the Convention, the Estonian regulation concerning pre-trial and pending-trial detention has become stricterthe new Code of Criminal Procedure of Estonia (kriminaalmenetluse seadustik) introduced time limits for the period of pre-trial detention and a regular review thereof. *19 On the other hand, in Ovsjannikov v. Estonia, *20 the Court found no violation of Article 5, §3 (six months of pre-trial detention) but pronounced a violation of Article 5 (4) of the Convention on account of neither the applicant nor his counsel having been given access to the evidence in the criminal case fi le presented by the prosecutor on the basis of which the court decided the lawfulness of the applicant's remanding in custody and his continued detention.
Prison conditions
In respect of Article 3 of the Convention, violations have been found due to poor, degrading, and inhuman prison conditions, in particular pre-trial detention and arrest facilities' conditions, such as overcrowded cells. The Court has also emphasised the need for protection of human rights of prisoners, including the principle that the state's responsibility is not limited to premeditated inhuman treatment and not limited only to intentional harm caused. *21 One can say that indeed so far one of the biggest impacts of the Convention, of the Court's case law, and also of the CPT (European Committee for the Prevention of Torture) reports to Estonia has been the improvement of the conditions in Estonian prisons; as well as contribution to the development of the system of state responsibility and compensation caused by the poor prison conditions (e.g., Kochetkov v. Estonia, *22 Julin v. Estonia *23 ).
After the Alver v. Estonia judgement, new prisons were built, and after the Kochetkov v. Estonia judgement, the conditions in the arrest buildings were improved.
In the case Tunis v. Estonia *24 , the applicant suffered from back and neck pain, in an overcrowded cell he had diffi culties doing the exercises prescribed by a doctor, and he had only limited out-of-cell activity of an hour of daily exercise in the outdoor exercise yard. He had spent more than two years and ten months Nevertheless, on 20 June 2014 the Constitutional Review Chamber of the Supreme Court of Estonia decided that the 2.5 square metres of space foreseen for a prisoner neither as such nor together with other relevant legal stipulations contradicted the Estonian Constitution. However, at the same time the Supreme Court stressed that, all in all, the prison conditions of the applicant in that case could have violated the human dignity of the prisoner and in order to examine this it is important to look also at what were the real conditions of the prisoner and the out-of-cell activities at the time he spent in limited space. *26 The right to public security and at the same time the need to guarantee fundamental rights has caused the Strasbourg Court to deal with cases concerning the proportionality of the use of force in prisons by the prison authorities against violent prisoners by means such as the restraint bed or tear gas *27 , and preservation of privacy during the strip searches *28 .
Fair trial and length of proceedings
another group of cases deal with the lessons to be learned as regards the fair trial and due process: access to the courts; equality of arms; lengthy proceedings and no effective remedy against this condition; questions of defence; and the right to a lawyer, including the right to the defence of one's own choosing; quality of the defence lawyer; questioning of witnesses, and presumption of innocence. Also the access of the defence to the investigation materials collected by covert surveillance measures has caused disputes (judgements such as those in . In one case, a violation was found due to lack of impartiality of a judge because her husband had been involved in the pre-trial investigation of the same case concerning the applicants. *37 Also a few problems of enforcement of national judgements have occurred; however, for reasons of friendly settlement by the parties or abuse by the applicant, the Court has never examined the merits of enforcement cases.
As far as the fair trial is concerned, the Court has found violations of Article 6 of the Convention because the applicants had been unable to question witnesses, be this during the pre-trial or in the court proceedings, due to the protection of victims of minor age (see the judgements in Vronchenko v. Estonia v. Estonia). Today, these issues concerning the minors have been solved: according to the changes made in the Code of Criminal Procedure, §290 1 (1) stipulates that a court may under certain circumstances not summon a minor and allow submission of the testimony given by the minor in pre-trial procedure as evidence, provided that the testimony was video recorded and that the counsel has had the opportunity to pose questions to the witness in pre-trial procedure about the facts related to the subject of proof.
In Leas v. Estonia the applicant had complained that the proceedings had been unfair as he had not been given access to a covert surveillance fi le on him that had led to the charges being brought against him and, subsequently, to his conviction. The Court did not consider the procedure employed to determine the issue of disclosure of evidence to have complied with the requirements to provide adversarial proceedings and equality of arms and found a violation of Article 6 (1) of the Convention.
It is important to note that in most of these cases either the national law or the practice of the Supreme Court has been changed in the meantime. The trend towards more Convention-confi rming domestic law is welcoming. Judgements of the Court have also helped to improve the reasoning of judgements of Estonian courts that take into account the European principles and the Court's case law. The quality of judgements is certainly a strong point for further independence of the judiciary. *38 On the other hand, the Supreme Court of Estonia has, in order to guarantee the independence of a judge, relied on Article 6 (1) of the Convention directly and has on its own initiative considered unconstitutional the absence of a legal regulation foreseeing the payment of salary or other compensation to a judge whose service has been stayed pending a criminal investigation. *39 Concerning the length of proceedings, the Court has rendered the following judgements fi nding violations due to unreasonable time of national (all civil) proceedings (respectively, seven years and seven months; fi ve years and ten months; more than seven years and two months; and six years, seven months, and 20 days): Treial v. Estonia, Shchiglitsov v. Estonia, (both only Article 6), Saarekallas OÜ v. Estonia, and Missenjov v. Estonia (both Article 6 and Article 13 of the Convention). *40 More recently, the Court found a violation of reasonable time in civil proceedings (division of joint property by divorcing) that lasted for nine years and nearly nine months for three levels of Estonian jurisdiction and, respectively, six years and three months for three levels of jurisdiction for civil proceedings concerning claim for alimony for the applicants' son in which special diligence was needed. *41 In an administrative law case, Raudsepp v. Estonia, Article 13 violation of the Convention only on account of a missing remedy and not of Article 6 (1) for complicated property reform proceedings of nearly fi ve years and eleven months' duration was found. *42 In addition to that, there have been friendly settlements and one unilateral declaration in this area. In criminal cases the Court has not found a violation for length of proceedings but has acknowledged the Estonian courts' practice of reducing defendants' sentences in cases of unreasonably lengthy criminal proceedings *43 and concluded that to appeal within the criminal proceedings about the unreasonable length constitutes an effective remedy on national level that needs to be exhausted before addressing of the Strasbourg Court. *44 On 27 January 2011, amendments to the Code of Criminal Procedure, §274 1 ("Request to expedite court proceedings") and §274 2 , which foresees a possibility to terminate criminal proceedings in court sessions in connection with expiry of a reasonable time of processing, were adopted. In that connection, also a new §333 1 of the Code of Civil Procedure (tsiviilkohtumenetluse seadustik) was approved, establishing a whole set of measures directed at speeding up the proceedings on national level. These remedies were adopted under the clear infl uence of the judgements of the Court, as well as of the Supreme Court referring to the case law of the Court, and entered into force on 1 September 2011. future the non-exhaustion of these remedies could lead to inadmissibility by the Court *45 remains still to be seen.
Also §100 of the entirely new Code of Administrative Court Procedure (halduskohtumenetluse seadustik) *46 , which entered into force on 1 January 2012, bears the title: "Application to expedite court proceedings". In addition, the Courts Act (kohtute seadus), as modifi ed, in §45 (1 1 ) gives the president of a court the right to decide on the implementation of a measure organising the administration of justice, which presumably provides the opportunity to fi nalise the proceedings within a reasonable period of time.
Regrettably, the other remedy -compensation for proceedings that have lasted for unreasonable time -has not yet been introduced into the State Liability Act. The Supreme Court en banc, proceeding from the Court's case law, in the judgement in the Osmjorkin *47 case declared unconstitutional the lack of a regulatory framework that does not allow compensation for non-pecuniary damage caused by an unreasonably extended pre-trial criminal proceeding. At the same time the Supreme Court applied the Constitution directly and said that the compensation can in the meantime be sought by seizing the administrative courts. The Strasbourg Court considered in its case law in respect of Estonia that the enactment of legislation clearly establishing grounds and speedy procedures for awarding compensation for excessively lengthy proceedings would contribute considerably to legal certainty in this fi eld. However, since the Court's task is not to assess a state's legislation -or its absence -in the abstract the Court considered for the time being as suffi cient the temporary remedy created by the Supreme Court according to which the applicants can turn, in action based directly on the Estonian Constitution, to the administrative courts to ask for compensation, *48 especially in view of the fact that in consecutive national judgements the Tartu administrative court granted the applicant's claim in part and awarded him compensation for the non-pecuniary damage caused by the excessive length of his criminal proceedings. *49
Pluralism and civil rights although so far there have been no judgements concerning elections in respect of Estonia, the Court has nevertheless had to deal with pluralism of expressions as such in fi nding the right balance between the freedom of expression and the right to a private life in media and thus in deciding about the possible limits of freedom of expression. The latter was obviously important to the society waking up from the Soviet past and ideological pressure.
In Tammer v. Estonia *50 the Court had to balance between the journalist's freedom of expression and the protection of the private life of a well-known politician's wife. The journalist was convicted in Estonia for using insulting words. The Court found that there was no violation of Article 10 of the Convention because the use of terms by the journalist was not justifi ed by considerations of public concern nor did they bear on a matter of general importance.
However, some time after the judgement decriminalisation in Estonian law of insult and defamation took place. Whether it is directly related to the proceedings in the case Tammer v. Estonia, which actually ended up with a judgement fi nding no violation of Article 10 of the Convention at the time the applicant was still criminally convicted for defamation, is diffi cult to conclude without going into deeper analyses of the preparatory legislative drafting materials, but it is defi nitely a welcoming development taking into account also the fact that On the other hand, as Estonia has moved along its path to becoming a modern and democratic country, the right to a private life is also essential when it comes to such matters as emergence of new technologies and progress in the realm of the Internet. Media technology can threaten our privacy: in such context, individuals who are confronted with interference in their private life or freedom of expression turn to Estonian courts and then to the Court to decide on these novel issues. *52 Furthermore, the consequences of new dimensions in cross-border human relations and free movement of persons in Europe, especially in the European Union, has, among many positive aspects, also created unfortunate cases concerning, for example, problems of family life such as child abduction *53 and change of a child's father in the entry in the birth register *54 .
Retroactivity and lack of foreseeability of criminal law there are so far three judgements wherein Estonia was found to be in violation of In the fi rst two cases, the retroactive application of criminal law as well as the lack of clarity and foreseeability in the relevant criminal legislation amounted to a violation of Article 7 (1) of the Convention. Similarly, in the third case, the Court found that the interpretation and application of §161 of the Criminal Code, the criminal law applicable at the relevant time and the legal basis for the applicant's conviction, had involved the use of such broad notions and vague criteria that the clarity and foreseeability required of law under Article 7 of the Convention had not been met. As only a few of the Court's judgement deal with Article 7 of the Convention, the Estonian cases are quite signifi cant in that respect.
Re-opening of a case on national level after the Court's judgement
The relevant articles of the procedural codes for including the possibility of re-opening a case after a violation has been found by the Strasbourg Court ( §366 (7) These examples have proved the use of the Convention and the Court's case law as an argument in preparing the Estonian legislation, especially if it is drafted by the executive power, in particular by the Ministry of Justice.
Implementation of the Court's judgements by Estonia
The judgements fi nding a violation in respect of Estonia have in general overall been well executed; there are no particular problems with execution under Article 46 (1) of the Convention. As far as the supervision of the execution of the fi nal judgements by the Committee of Ministers is concerned (Article 46 (2) of the Convention), in Estonia the Government agent of Estonia to the Court (a civil servant of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs) presents the action plans and reports to the Committee of Ministers. The execution of the judgements in substance lies, however, within the ministries that are responsible for the area in which the Court has found a violation and are obliged to take the required measures; for example, the introduction of new draft laws to modify the procedural codes is the task of the Ministry of Justice, and to change the judicial practice is in the competence of the courts. The Ministry of Finance is in charge of paying the damages awarded by the Court to the applicant.
In Estonia the Government's agent prepares annual reports about the international case law of human rights protection in Estonia, which includes the overview of the individual applications against Estonia to the Court. *61 There is no special committee of the Estonian Parliament dealing with the Convention and Court case law; however, the members of the parliament who form part of the PACE are up to date about the latest developments concerning the Court.
Additional remarks on application by the Supreme Court of the Convention and the Court's case law
The fi rst direct reference to a judgement of the Court was made by the Constitutional Review Chamber of the Supreme Court of Estonia on 20 December 1996. The Supreme Court referred to Malone v. United Kingdom *62 to substantiate its own comprehension of the defi nition of legality. *63 Ever since, the Supreme Court has made references many times to the Court's case law and, of course, also to the Convention. *64 It has done so even in cases where a national legal regulation was absent by referring directly to the Convention and case law on it. *65 However, the most important examples in this respect are the possibility to re-open a case in which the Court has found a violation and the creation of a remedy for compensation for procedures of unreasonable length. As explained above, recently the legislator has more or less followed the Supreme Court and introduced necessary changes into respective laws.
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These reports are public and available on the Web site of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (www.vm.ee) as well as discussed at the Government's sessions and also refl ected in press reviews. To a certain extent one could say that the Supreme Court of Estonia has given legitimacy to its decisions by citing the judgements of the Court and can therefore be considered to have in certain issues taken the lead in incorporating the Convention into the domestic legal system.
More usually the Supreme Court applies the provisions of the Constitution together with references to the Convention in order to support the proper interpretation of the Constitution. The Supreme Court has also referred to the Convention / Court's case law by way of obiter dictum for illustrative purposes. The Supreme Court has well grasped the de facto precedence value or even erga omnes application of the Court's judgements, because most of the case law of the Court that has been referred to by the Supreme Court is not related to the judgements rendered concerning Estonia. One problem in doing so seems to be that the relevant case law of the Court referred to in the Supreme Court judgements, except if it is in Estonian cases (these are all being translated), might not be available in the Estonian language.
On the other hand, the Supreme Court has maintained certain caution in fi nding, for instance, that the fact that the Court in another judgement has evaluated grounds for arrest in the national law of another state as Convention confi rming does not create additional grounds for an arrest in Estonian criminal procedural law, which enumerates exclusively all the relevant grounds for taking into custody and holding in custody. *66 The impact of the Court's case law goes far beyond the referral to the case law of the Court: it can also be said that some methodology used by the Court, for example, to assess the proportionality of a measure has been to a certain extent followed by the Supreme Court in deciding the cases. *67 It can also happen that the Supreme Court has even set higher standards than in the Convention system by stating, for example, that in comparison to Article 2 (1) of Protocol No. 7 of the Convention the right of appeal is guaranteed to a greater extent by §24 (5) of the Estonian Constitution. *68 Furthermore, the national courts have improved their practice of informing the applicant about the lawyer appointed by the Bar Association as well as reminding the applicant to make contact with the lawyer. This has been done in order to fi x the drawbacks pointed out in the case law of the Court. In subsequent cases, the Supreme Court has re-opened the proceedings with the reference to the Andreyev judgement of the Court because there as well the applicants had missed the cassation deadline due to the failure of legalaid appointed lawyers. *69 In another administrative law case, the Supreme Court analysed whether the fi nding of violation by the Court in a particular case infl uenced the outcome of the case and whether the situation can be remedied by other means than re-opening and agreed in substance with the Court that the applicant, a prisoner, did exhaust the pre-judicial remedy and his complaint to the prison authorities was suffi ciently clear. Therefore, the Supreme Court decided that the re-opening was well-founded and remitted the case to the fi rst instance court. *70 However, sometimes the Supreme Court, although it does analyse in a detailed way whether there are grounds for re-opening, refuses to re-open a case, stressing that re-opening will be justifi ed only if the violation found by the Court could infl uence the outcome of the criminal case. * have a certain margin of appreciation in assessing whether interference with the right to freedom of expression was "necessary in a democratic society", this margin goes hand in hand with European supervision, embracing both the legislation and the decisions applying it, even those issued by an independent court. *76 Some of the references to judgements in Estonian cases have become general principles in the constant case law of the Court, such as the Court's stressing that when deciding whether a person should be released or detained pre-trial, the authorities have an obligation under Article 5 (3) of the Convention to consider alternative measures of ensuring his or her appearance at the trial and that the absence of a fi xed residence as such does not give rise to a danger of absconding. *77 In assessing whether the treatment infl icted on a prisoner went beyond the "inevitable element of suffering or humiliation" associated with the deprivation of liberty, the Court has, inspired by Alver v. Estonia, started to take into consideration inter alia the length of the period during which a person is detained in particular conditions. *78 Judgement material in Leas v. Estonia, where shortcomings in the access to materials collected by means of surveillance were pinpointed, has served as a good source of inspiration in cases concerning similar problems in other countries, such as Latvia. *79 Even an inadmissibility decision as in a child abduction case concerning Estonia *80 has been useful to elaborate on the duties of national judges under the Hague Convention of 25 October 1980 on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction and similar EU law: the "Brussels II bis Regulation". *81 It has also happened that the Court has later departed from the earlier approach taken in an Estonian case and therefore a case has been referred to the Grand Chamber. *82 On the other hand, the Court has in Estonian cases not really made use of comparative law and research into the situation in the other Contracting States about the issue of the case under examination. The same can be said about the third-party interventions in Estonian cases, which are not at all common *83 , with Delfi v. Estonia being an exception that has attracted many third-party interventions. Estonia itself has intervened only few times. *84
Conclusions
In relation to the Court's case law, it is important to understand that fi nding by the Court of a violation of the Convention in respect of Estonia is not so much a condemnation "against" the country, but it constitutes in a sense a learning lesson for Estonia's democracy, rule of law, and human rights protection system. However, at the same time, it is quite natural that some of the Court's judgements are more easily accepted than others.
Furthermore, there could well be other diffi culties in Estonia that the Court has for various reasons had no chance to deal with. This can be seen in areas where the Court has found a violation against another state but where a similar problem still exists in Estonia -e.g., in relation to prisoners' voting rights. It is important to look at a more global picture of the human rights situation. It is unfortunate that in Estonia, especially in the media and in wider public, still little attention is paid to the case law of the Court concerning other states.
In general, European law has been well accepted in Estonia, especially the Convention and the case law of the Court. This acceptance has, however, emerged gradually: the shift in mentality sometimes has diffi culties in keeping up with the democratisation of legislation.
Working from the Estonian examples, one can confi rm that the legislature and even more so the executive power and above all the judiciary of Estonia have well realised that the Convention is an inseparable part of Estonia's legal and democratic culture. It has been a logical and self-evident development in the society at large. The Estonian legal environment has been open-minded towards the Convention, although, especially since the Charter of the Fundamental Rights of the European Union (the Charter) became legally binding, in December 2009, it is not always easy for an Estonian lawyer, let alone a common person, to orientate in the framework of the three main and yet so different sources of human rights protection in Estonia: the Constitution; the Convention, and the EU law (the Charter). *85 Estonian courts need to feel that they also are human rights courts, especially in dealing with the facts and Estonian law: domains where the Court cannot and should not act as a fourth or fi rst instance. But the Court should be able to speak not only to the courts as counterparts but also to Estonian people. They as well need to understand the European human rights law.
All in all, Estonia is quite lucky: it does not have particularly worrying human rights problems; not many violations of the Convention are found in respect of Estonia by the Court.
Estonia has also been fortunate to be "saved" from major cases concerning the Soviet past and transformation process, unlike perhaps some others from the East. The case law of the Court in relation to Estonia refl ects a gradual move towards a rule-of-law-based independent and modern country with all its problems and struggles from the past to present. The recent Estonian cases have been dealing with more or less the same issues every ordinary democratic country faces, even to a certain extent with problems of a modern, well-advanced society, such as freedom of expression and privacy rights on the Internet.
Also the Court has been lucky to have Estonia as an exemplary country where the Convention system and the Court's case law have been to a large extent respected and well complied with. But this mutual "happi ness", this quite nice two-way street, should not be taken for granted.
The overall image of the Court is a mosaic of images of the Court in all respective countries of jurisdiction: therefore, it is vital that in Estonia the Court is seen as able to manage its workload and that the Court's case law is coming at the right time and place, dealing with the actual and relevant issues. Thus, the Court cannot take the risk of treating the smaller and less problematic countries as less important for the impact of the overall case law and the image of the Court: every person and every case counts.
Instead of conclusions, it is important to look at the future, to move on. The Court's case law is a moving target: it is impossible to make any fi nal deductions, because already between the time when these lines are written and when they are read many new judgements have been made by the Court. Hopefully, all future developments regarding the Court will contribute to the improvement of the protection of human rights, democracy, and the rule of law around Europe. Estonia or any other European country cannot apply the generally recognised principles by choice in its "own way". *86 One needs a good means of transport in order to move on the two-way street. President of Estonia Toomas Hendrik Ilves, at Estonian Lawyers' Days, on 30 September 2010 spelled out that the rule of law is like a good car that needs constant care, tightening of the loose screws, and replacement of worn parts. *87 I hope that Estonia not only takes good care of its rule of law vehicle but also encourages others to do so: in fact, Estonia's trump in Europe and beyond could be to serve as a model in the protection of human rights. Taking into consideration its experience, geopolitical location, and size, as well as investments in education and historically rooted importance of nurturing intellectual and cultural values, Estonia could be in a very good position to achieve this ambitious goal. 86 See also Glikman, Leon, Häbistamine kogu Euroopa ees (Shame in Front of All Europe), Postimees, 10 April 2012. 87 President Ilves: Õigusriik on nagu hea auto (The State Based on Rule of Law is Like a Good Car), Postimees, 30 September 2010.
